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A ombination of many Solar energeti partile (SEP) events, eah one of whih is assoiated with a
single eruption, an reate one omplex intensity-time prole, that will result in masking the observation of
the rst injeted partiles deteted near Earth for eah partiipated eruption. We dened suh SEP events
as Multi Eruption Solar Energeti Partile (MESEP) events. We have investigated the intensity-time prole
of 333 solar energeti partile events during the operation time of SOHO mission and studied the assoiative
solar eruptions (CMEs and solar are) from the starting time of eah event till the end. We found that most
of the events have multi eruption phenomena whih might or might not aet the intensity-time prole. We
found that it is possible to know the real eet of some of the eruptions during the whole duration of the
event, even if their eet as masked by the rst eruption, by studying the widest possible energy range, the
4He/P ratio and the anisotropy.
Introdution
Sine the 1970's Solar energeti partile (SEP hereafter) events have been well known to be onneted with
two major oronal phenomena: solar ares and Coronal Mass Injetions (CMEs hereafter) (e.g., [3, 10, 15,
16℄), and with interplanetary shoks [17, 18℄. The observation of the rst non-sattered relativisti partiles
[20℄ is one tool to establish the onnetion between sudden rise in the intensity-time prole for many partile
speies whih our after ares or CMEs. Note that these measurements are bakground dependent and
unless the bakground of the intensity-time prole is lear enough and not masked by previous events, the
exat assoiation of the SEP events with the eruption annot be aurate. In this manner it is not possible
to know whether the CMEs or solar are whih ourred after the rst eruption have injeted/aelerated
any SEPs sine intensity-time proles are masking the possible eet of the SEPs related to suh eruptions.
Furthermore, even in some single eruptive SEP events we an nd more than one aeleration phase (e.g.,
[1, 2℄). Cane et al. [5℄ found orrelation between long-low frequeny type III radio bursts and SEP events.
During one event we might observe many suh radio emissions and hene multi-eruption soures annot be
ruled out.
However, many earlier studies indiate the general features of CMEs and solar ares whih are assoiated
with SEP events whether they are impulsive or gradual (e.g., [6℄). It is well known that the CME speed and
the SEP intensity are well orrelated [12℄. The same study onludes that no fast CMEs with widths less
than 60
◦
are assoiated with SEP events. And nearly all fast halo CMEs are assoiated with SEP events.
On the other hand, the indiation of the solar are X-ray features related to SEP events has been established
earlier (e.g, [3℄). In general we know now that CMEs with speed >500 km/s and angular width > 50◦ an
be possibly related to injetion/aeleration of SEP and long duration C, M, X lass solar are or impulsive
M and X lass an also be related to injetion/aeleration of SEP.
A gradual SEP event might not be due to one single eruption, CME or solar are. The ontinuity of high
intensities due to oronal or interplanetary shok waves might ome from several eruptions, whih might end
in showing one single prolonged intensity-time prole. In suh ase a ontinuing intensity-time prole an be
due to Multi Eruption SEP (MESEP) event. Whether those eruptions are eetive or not this issue needs
further examination. Note that the starting of an event might be due to a CME assoiated with a solar
are. Due to omplexity of distinguishing between CMEs and ares in partile aeleration is a non-solved
problem, sine both eruptions our in general in same ative region and same time, we rather aount suh
kind of events as single eruptive.
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In several studies (e.g., [4℄) the ratio of dierent ompositions has revealed the dierenes in seed popula-
tion. Cliver [6℄ and Reames [14℄ have used
4He/P ratio to identify dierent lasses of SEP events. Thus the
hanging in the
4He/P ratio during the spei period might be related to dierent tubes of SEPs aeler-
ated by dierent eruptions. On the other hand, studying the history of partile transport might reveal the
dierent soures for SEP aeleration. Moreover, Cliver et al. [7℄ indiate that hanges in SEP time prole
is due to more than one SEP-eetive shok or other aelerator at work.
In this study we examine (SEP) events whih have an intensity-time prole masking the eet of later
eruptions in the event. The examination of possibly widest range of energy hannels with the investigation
of
4He/P ratio and anisotropy might help to determine whether those eruptions are eetive or not.
Data analysis
We have used intensity-time prole for proton and helium partiles provided by the two ERNE detetors,
High Energy Detetor (HED) and Low Energy Detetor (LED) (Torsti et al. [19℄). We examine the intensity-
time prole through two ways.
I) The linear prole provided by http : //www.decent.f i/soho/index.php.
II) The logarithmi prole provided by http : //www.srl.utu.fi/erne_data/.
In the linear t the hanges during high-intensity periods are more visible than in logarithmi view and thus
it might be easier to see if the hanges were due to loal eet or they have a veloity dispersion and belong
to an event on the Sun. Logarithmi sale is used by most researhers and gives the general view of the
event.
We took the widest possible energy range starting from 1 MeV up to 116 MeV for eah event to see
the dierenes in the prole in eah hannel and whether it is the same for all events or we have dierent
individual ases or groups. We onsidered an event to be a MESEP event if the logarithmi proton intensity-
time prole does not reah the bakground level during a ertain period in many energy levels (some might
do) and we observed many eruptions on the Sun during that period. We divided the MESEP events aording
to the energy levels to three types 1) low energy events (weak events) whih produe partile of <10 Mev
and with maximum intensity of not less than 10
−2
/(m
2
sr s MeV). 2) Mid energy MESEP events, whih
produe partiles of <30 MeV. 3) High energy MESEP events, whih produe partiles of >30 MeV, and to
four types aording to the intensity-time prole in the low and high energies. Type 1) where the low-energy
hannels show peaks and the peaks fade down or disappear in the higher energy hannels leading to less
peaks or a single peak. Type 2) where both low and high energy hannels show the peaks. Type 3) where
the high energy hannels show peaks that low energy hannels does not show. Type 4) where both low and
high energy hannels does not show any obvious peaks (see Fig.1).
We used the SOHO/LASCO atalog at http : //cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/UNIV ERSAL/ to de-
termine the number of CMEs related to those events, taking into onsideration CMEs with >500 km/s and
GOES data searh engine for solar are, taking in onsideration M, X and long duration C lass ares. We
have seleted some events and look for: (i) Any hanges in any energy hannel lose in time to the eruption,
espeially if the hanging reate peaks that shows a rise intensity loser to the bakground like in the begin-
ning of the event. (ii) The measurements for the
4He/P ratio and omparison of it to the time loation of
the eruption. The boundary of ratio hanging before and after the time of the assoiated eruption should not
be less than fator of two. (iii) Possible anisotropy measurement and ompare the hanging to the assoiated
eruption. If any of the above measurements t with any eruption we an assume that this eruption has a
SEP enhanement during the event. We also look at the stream interatione region events list by Jian et al.
[8℄ and the interplanetary oronal mass ejetion list by Jian et al. [9℄ to nd possible assoiation with these
two types of events. In the future we intend to verify this method and apply it to all events.
Results
We went through the SEP events' intensity-time proles from May 1996 till Marh 2007. A set of 333
SEP events observed by ERNE was uploaded from the web list http : //www.decent.f i/soho/index.php.
We searhed in eah event for assoiated CMEs and solar ares during the time when the intensities are
prolonged and make one ontinued prole in many energy hannels. Events typially start with a sudden rise
in the intensity over the osmi ray bakground due to an eruption launhed on the Sun and the majority of
the SEPs start to be injeted in the orona at heights below ∼2 RJ[13℄. The bulk of ions of any energy is
aelerated by the bow shok of the CME while it travels through the high orona (>5 RJ [11℄). Thus, the
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rst assoiated eruption an be easily deteted with observation of the rst non-sattered energeti partiles
independent of aeleration mehanism/release height.
In many events when the aeleration is prolonged for many days, espeially during the maximum ativity
in the Sun, we observe frequent eruptions eah day. We might not be able to see the rst sudden rise in the
intensity nor even the deay. Among the 333 events 268 were observed with many eruptions that assoiated
but not neessary partiipated in one intensity-time prole. We exluded events that are either learly due
to only one solar eruption (in addition to those with no solar signatures).
Among 65 non-MESEP events about 47 (72%) were low energy events. Among 268 MESEP events only
30 (11%) were low energy events, leaving a onlusion that the MESEP events are mostly powerful long
duration events. Thus we put the MESEP events aording to the maximum aelerated energy partiles
into three types: High, Mid and Low. The major portion (∼70%) of the MESEP events were High energy
events - 189 from 268 with energies >30MeV. The Mid energy events 20-30 MeV were 49 from 268 events
(∼19%) and the Low energy events <20 MeV were only 30 events (∼11%).
The intensity-time proles are not the same in all the ases of the MESEP events. It is possible to notie a
few types of ommon features among them. We have hosen four types (see Fig.1) aording to the following
ommon features in the intensity-time prole for the 268 MESEP. Type 1, where we normally observe in
the low energy hannels many peaks whih might or might not be related to events on the Sun or in the
interplanetary medium, but in the high energy hannels show only a few single peaks or even one peak. This
means that some eruptions whih are ontributing to the events produe less higher energeti partiles than
those whih maintain the prodution or the events have prolonged intensity prole in the low energy, whih
is typial. This type was the most ommon among the MESEP intensity prole, ∼40% (109 from 268).
Type 2, where we observe in both high energy hannels and low energy hannels almost the same hanging
in the intensity prole. This type ontains ∼21% (56 from 268) of the MESEP events. Type 3, where we
observe many peaks in the high energy hannels but not in the low ones. This type is less ommon among
the MESEP events and ontain only ∼16% (42 from 268). Type 4, where we an not see any obvious peaks
in both high and low energy hannels. This type ontain ∼23% (61 from 268) of the MESEP events.
In the rst three types it is possible to gure out some of the hidden eruptions under the prolonged
intensity prole if we take all the possible observed energy hannels, sine some hannels, either low ones or
high or both, have some obvious peaks that might relate to those hidden eruptions. In those ases we an
assume that the eruptions are eetive and have aelerated SEPs (see Fig.1). But also in ertain periods
during the events we might observe many eruptions that do not have any related features in the intensity-
time prole. Those eruptions and the eruptions assoiated with type 4, where no peaks are observed, are
the most obsure ases in the SEP aeleration. If we an not see related aelerated partiles through the
intensity-time prole then how an we know whether this eruption has injeted or aelerated any SEPs?
We have hosen arbitrary events where we have an analysis of anisotropy data. An anisotropi event
was registered on the 11th of November starting at 9:45 with the Energeti and Relativisti Nulei and
Eletron (ERNE) instrument on the Solar and Heliospheri Observatory (SOHO) (see Fig.2). The high
energy detetor (HED) of the ERNE instrument is pointing to the diretion of θ=0◦, φ=315◦ GSE, and its
wide viewone (120
◦
x120
◦
) is divided into 241 diretional bins, from whih proton and helium uxes an
be measured (see also Torsti et al. [21℄). The upper left panel in Fig.2 shows the diretional distribution
at 9:51-9:59 UT for protons from energy range 16.9-22.4 MeV. The upper right panel shows the pith angle
distribution the diretional bins form. SOHO does not have a magnetometer on board, but the supposed
magneti eld diretion was found by tting a polynomial funtion to the pith angle distribution (see also
[22℄). The diretion of the found symmetry axis is pointed with a white ross and the deetion angles of 5
◦
,
30
◦
, 60
◦
and 90
◦
are marked with irles. The anisotropi ow is very narrow and anisotropy merges without
signiant hange in the total mean ux. The horizontal panel shows an arbitrary statistial anisotropy
index rising to its peak at 10 UT and after a more isotropi period it rises again. The whole event lasts for
less than four hours.
The anisotropi ow of solar energeti protons of 16.9-22.4 MeV at its peak at 9:51-9:59 UT was measured
by ERNE/HED instrument. Time integration of 8 minutes was used. Upper left is the instrument's viewone
with oordinates in GSE. The diretion of the Sun is indiated with a small piture of a Sun left from the
enter of the viewone. The full irle area with oordinate lines is the hemisphere whih ERNE is pointing
at, and the semi-retangular borders indiate the borders of the viewone. The same 241 measuring points
seen on the left form the pith angle distribution in the right panel. The diretion that has been used to
derive the pith angles is indiated in the upper right orner of the panel. The horizontal panel is the total
mean anisotropy index in whih values over 10 indiate signiant deviation from isotropi ow.
On the other hand, the measurements of the
4
He/p ratio shows a lear dip at the same time of the
anisotropy hanges (see Fig.2). The
4
He/p an strengthen the assumption for a soure of eruption from the
Sun. In some ases anisotropy measurements by itself might indiate an inuene of entering a dierent
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magneti tube due to the same eruption that lls many magnetis tubes. On the other hand, the
4
He/p
ratio means that we have a soure of dierent seed population and there are dierent aelerated partiles
at that time. This might lead us to onlude that the eruption whih is assoiated with the hanging in the
anisotropy measurements and
4
He/p has ll a new magneti tube with dierent seed population partiles
than the previous one. The eruption in this ase was the Laso CME whih has been seen by Laso C2
at rst time on height 3.51 R
J
with linear speed of 639 km/s and angular width of 34
◦
whih is not wide
enough as it is expeted for a CME to aelerate SEPs. But the loation of the CME on the solar dis at
the southwest in entral position angle of 259
◦
, an make this CME a good andidate. Still this ase an not
be assumed as an eetive CME unless we take further areful analysis. Jian et al. [9℄ have used the data
from Wind and ACE. His list shows that the spae raft has entered an interplanetary oronal mass ejetion
at 4:13 UT and ended at 21:00. There might be a possible existene of dierent tube whih arries dierent
seed population of energeti partiles. In this ase the hange in the anisotropy is spatial and due to loal
eet, but the type of hanging in both
4
He/p ratio and anisotropy suggests temporal eet from a soure
on the Sun. We expet to obtain this method for further investigation for the rest of the hidden eruptions
of the MESEP events in the future.
Conlusions
A ombination of many SEP events, eah one awhih is ssoiated with a single eruption, an reate
one omplex intensity-time prole that will result in masking the observation of the rst injeted partiles
deteted near the Earth for eah partiipated eruption. We dened suh SEP events as Multi Eruption Solar
Energeti Partile (MESEP) events. We found among the 333 SEP events that we observed between May
1996- Marh 2007 the following:
1- About ∼80% of the SEP events were MESEP events.
2- The MESEP events' intensity-time proles are observed with energeti partiles from 1 up to over 100
MeV and ontain three types of energy levels: High energy events with energies of >30MeV and ∼70%
from total MESEP events; Mid energy events with energies of >20MeV-<30MeV and ∼19%; and Low
energy events with energies of <20MeV and ∼11%, whih means that the MESEP events are mostly
long duration high energy events.
3- The intensity-time prole for the MESEP are of four types. Type 1, with peaks in low energy hannels
disappearing or getting less in high energy hannels and this type ontains ∼40% of the MESEP events.
Type 2, with peaks in both high and low energy hannels and ontains ∼21%. Type 3, with peaks in
high energy hannels more than in low energy hannels and ontains ∼16%. Type 4, with no peaks in
both energy hannels and ontains ∼23%.
4- The observation for the possible partile aeleration or injetion of eah partiipant eruption are
possibly aomplished if we use: i) High range of intensity-time energy hannels whih might result in
nding some assoiated features in some energy hannels that might related to ertain eruptions. This
is possible in the rst three types. ii) For the rest of the eruptions in type 4 and eruptions in the other
types whih are not assoiated with peaks in any energy hannels we are not able to assume whether
they partiipate in the aeleration or injetion of energeti partiles during the period of the event
unless we analyzed the anisotropy and the
4He/P ratio and nd obvious assoiation with the eruption.
Hidden eruptions during the MESEP events need further investigation to provide wider and learer
view on the solar energeti partiles phenomenon.
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Figure 1.Types of the MESEP events aording to the intensity-time prole. From upper left to right,
type 1 and 2, from down left to right 3 and 4. Energy hannels in MeV are listed on eah hannel. The
vertial lines are : dashed for assoiated solar ares and arrow head for the assoiated CMEs.
Figure 2. The event of 11.11.2000, Anisotropy and He/p ration t with a hidden CME during the
time of the propagation of partiles aeleration. Energy hannels in MeV are listed on eah hannel. For
explanation of the anisotropy diagrams, see text.
Figures are available on YSC home page (http://ys.kiev.ua/abs/pro14_1.pdf).
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Appendix
Table 1: List of MESEP events during solar yle 23
Event Assoiated eruptions Type of event aording to
No D.M.Y CME Solar are energy level Intensity-time prole
01 12-15.07.96 4 2C Mid 1
02 04-09.11.96 2  Low 1
03 27-28.11.96 2  Mid 2
04 28.11-03.12.96 3 2C,1M High 2
05 07-08.02.97 3  Low 1
06 01-06.04.97 3 1C High 4
07 07-12.04.97 2 1C High 1
08 12-17.05.97 2  High 1
09 21-24.05.97 2 1M High 1
10 20-22.09.97 3 1C High 1
11 24-29.09.97 7 2M High 1
12 12-14.10.97 2  Mid 1
13 21-24.10.97 5 1C High 1
14 03-13.11.97 8 2X,5M,1C High 3
15 13-16.11.97 5 1M High 3
16 06-10.12.97 4  High 1
17 03-04.01.98 1 1M low 1
18 25-31.01.98 5 1C,1M High 1
19 20-26.04.98 6 1C,1M,1X High 4
20 26.04-02.05.98 5 3M,1X High 2
21 02-06.05.98 4 1C,2M,1X High 4
22 06.05.98 2 1M,1X High 2
23 09-10.05.98 3 3M High 1
24 30-31.05.98 3 1C High 2
25 02-03.06.98 7 1C Mid 3
26 04-08.06.98 6  High 1
27 08-14.06.98 17 4C,2M High 4
28 14-16.06.98 3 1C Mid 1
29 16-22.06.98 13 1C,1M High 1
30 22-24.06.98 4  Mid 2
31 20-23.10.98 2 1C High 1
32 25-27.10.98 7  Mid 4
33 05-13.11.98 15 2C,9M High 3
34 22-30.11.98 9 4M,5X High 3
35 09-13.12.98 6 1C Low 4
36 17-18.12.98 5 1M Mid 4
37 19-21.12.98 2 1M High 1
38 08-14.02.99 8 3C,2M High 1
39 25-26.02.99 3  Mid 1
40 05-15.03.99 21 1C,2M Mid 1
41 25-27.03.99 3  High 1
42 24-30.04.99 13 1M High 1
43 03-27.05.99 25 2C,14M High 3
44 27-30.05.99 4 1C High 4
45 01-03.06.99 8 1C,1M High 1
46 03-06.06.99 5 1M6 High 4
47 11.06.99 2 1C High 1
48 24-27.06.99 6 1M Mid 2
49 27-28.06.99 7 1C,1M High 4
50 29.06-03.07.99 9 11M High 4
51 03-06.07.99 6 1M Mid 1
52 12-13.07.99 3  Mid 1
53 16-18.07.99 2 1C,2M High 1
54 25-31.07.99 14 1C,7M High 1
55 31.07-07.08.99 14 8M,1X High 1
56 07-13.08.99 8 4C,2M Mid 1
57 17-21.08.99 8 5C,6M Mid 4
58 28-31.08.99 1 1C,2M,1X High 4
59 02-04.09.99 3 2C Mid 2
60 10-13.09.99 9  Mid 1
61 13-16.09.99 17 2C High 1
62 19-20.09.99 5 1C Mid 1
63 21-22.09.99 6 1C Mid 1
64 13-14.10.99 2  Mid 4
65 14-22.10.99 13 1M,1X High 1
66 22-24.10.99 2 1C Mid 1
67 06-14.11.99 12 3C,12M Low 1
68 15-23.11.99 6 1C,14M High 4
69 28.11-03.12.99 1 4M High 4
70 09-14.12.99 2 1C Mid 3
71 20-26.12.99 8 3M High 4
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72 27-29.12.99 7 3M High 1
73 30.12.99-02.01.00 8  Mid 4
74 09-11.01.00  2M High 2
75 18-23.01.00 11 4M High 2
76 27-31.01.00 9  High 1
77 09-16.02.00 21 3C,1M High 1
78 17-23.02.00 14 1C,9M High 1
79 04-08.04.00 13 4M High 1
80 18-23.04.00 11 4M High 2
81 23-26.04.00 12  High 4
82 27-30.04.00 7 3C High 3
83 04-11.05.00 18 3M High 2
84 11-14.05.00 11 2M High 2
85 14-26.05.00 31 2C,12M High 2
86 03-13.06.00 12  High 4
87 13-16.06.00 30 2C,11M,3X High 4
88 16-21.06.00 12 1C,1M,1X High 3
89 21-25.06.00 8 3M High 1
90 25-28.06.00 10 2M High 1
91 28-30.06.00 5  High 1
92 11-28.07.00 36 42M,3X High 2
93 28.07-01.08.00 12  High 4
94 09-11.08.00 4 3C High 1
95 12-20.08.00 24 1C,1M High 2
96 04-07.09.00 4 1C,1M Mid 3
97 07-11.09.00 9 1M High 3
98 12-30.09.00 33 3C,12M,1X High 1
99 10-15.10.00 6 2C,2M High 4
100 16-24.10.00 8 4C,2M High 4
101 29.10-08.11.00 19 3C,2M High 2
102 08-24.11.00 39 1C,11M High 4
103 24.11-13.12.00 31 4C,7M,5X High 1
104 28.12.00-05.01.01 10 2C,3M High 1
105 05-09.01.01 7 2C High 1
106 21-28.01.01 8 3M High 1
107 28.01-06.02.01 11 3C,2M High 2
108 11-21.02.01 11 1C High 1
109 26.02-05.03.01 14 2C High 4
110 08-14.03.01 20 2C,4M High 3
111 25-29.03.01 11 3C,11M High 1
112 29.03-02.04.01 15 14M,1X High 1
113 02-09.04.01 25 1C,11M,5X High 3
114 09-15.04.01 15 1C,5M,2X High 3
115 15-25.04.01 26 13M,1X High 2
116 26.04-05.05.01 11 2C,5M High 2
117 07-20.05.01 27 5C,5M High 1
118 20-26.05.01 12 3C,3M High 4
119 26-30.05.01 11  Mid 1
120 31.5-11.06.01 27 4M High 1
121 11-30.06.01 43 5C,9M,1X High 3
122 09-31.08.01 50 3C,18M,1X High 1
123 04-09.09.01 6 1C,15M Mid 4
124 12-14.09.01 5 1C,2M High 1
125 15-17.09.01 4 7M High 4
126 18-23.09.01 7 5M High 1
127 24-30.09.01 17 1C,12M,1X High 3
128 01-08.10.01 17 5C,5M High 3
129 09-18.10.01 19 2C,2M High 2
130 19-21.10.01 5 8M,2X High 4
131 22-31.10.01 29 3C,16M,2X High 1
132 02-04.11.01 1 1M Low 4
133 04-16.11.01 14 2C,29M,1X High 3
134 17-21.11.01 4 1M High 3
135 22-30.11.01 12 1C,12M,1X High 3
136 09-24.12.01 23 2C,15M,2X High 2
137 26.12.01-09.01.02 23 3C,23M,1X High 2
138 10-20.01.02 13 3C,11M High 3
139 27-31.01.02 7 1C,1M High 4
140 14-17.02.02 3  Mid 2
141 19-28.02.02 14 4C,12M High 1
142 04-11.03.02 12 2C,2M Mid 3
143 11-22.03.02 27 1C,9M High 3
144 22-26.03.02 7 2C,1M High 3
145 30.03-02.04.02 10 3M Low 4
146 11-13.04.02 7 2M High 4
147 14-15.04.02 6 4M High 3
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148 17-20.04.02 7 1M High 1
149 21.04-15.05.02 50 1C,4M,1X High 2
150 15-20.05.02 27 2C,6M Low 2
151 20-22.05.02 3 1C,1M,1X High 2
152 22-27.05.02 15 2C,1M High 4
153 27.05-06.06.02 14 4C,7M High 3
154 06-11.06.02 7 2C Mid 4
155 04-06.07.02 6 2M High 3
156 07-14.07.02 15 1C,7M High 1
157 16-31.07.02 27 4C,16M,3X High 2
158 03-08.08.02 14 1C,3M,1X High 3
159 14-16.08.02 8 4M High 1
160 16-21.08.02 22 1C,16M,1X High 3
161 22-24.08.02 8 1C,7M High 4
162 24-31.08.02 17 11M,2X High 1
163 05-16.09.02 21 3C,6M High 4
164 17-19.09.02 5 1C Mid 1
165 23.09.02 2  Low 1
166 24.09.02 4  High 1
167 27-30.09.02 12 4M High 1
168 05.10.02 1 2M Low 1
169 13-25.10.02 32 2C,8M High 1
170 28.10-06.11.02 34 2C,4M,1X High 4
171 09-17.11.02 22 2C,8M High 2
172 17-18.11.02 2 2C,2M Low 4
173 21-24.11.02 7  Low 2
174 25.11-02.12.02 24 3C High 1
175 08-18.12.02 14 6M High 2
176 19-21.12.02 6 1C,2M High 4
177 22-25.12.02 2 1M High 2
178 30.12.02-03.01.03 7  Low 1
179 20-23.01.03 14 1C,2M High 1
180 23-25.01.03 4 3M Low 1
181 27-30.01.03 5 1C High 1
182 01-03.02.03 4  Low 1
183 12-13.02.03 6  Low 1
184 20-23.02.03 5 2C Low 1
185 23-26.02.03 4  Mid 4
186 13-17.03.03 5  Low 1
187 17-18.03.03 6 2M,1X High 3
188 18-20.03.03 10 5M,1X High 2
189 24-30.03.03 8 1C Low 2
190 01-06.04.03 15 1C,1M Mid 4
191 07-12.04.03 7 1C,1M High 4
192 21-25.04.03 7 4M High 2
193 25.04-02.05.03 20 6C,8M High 4
194 06-09.05.03 5 2C Low 1
195 27.05-03.06.03 20 3C,14M,3X High 3
196 05-07.06.03 11 1M Mid 4
197 09-11.06.03 4 11M,2X Mid 2
198 11-13.06.03 1 14M,1X High 1
199 15-28.06.03 14 5C,3M,1X High 1
200 10-12.07.03 4 2C,2M High 1
201 17-21.07.03 5  High 4
202 26.07-02.08.03 6 1C,3M Mid 1
203 03-07.08.03 6 1M Mid 2
204 08-10.08.03 3 1C Low 1
205 19-21.08.03 4 2M High 2
206 21-24.08.03 4 1C Low 4
207 17-23.09.03 11 3C Mid 1
208 04-05.10.03 8 1M High 2
209 20-26.10.03 24 2C,2M,3 High 1
210 26-28.10.03 6 6M,1X High 1
211 28-29.10.03 1 1X High 3
212 29.10-02.11.03 5 1C,9M,1X High 1
213 02-04.11.03 8 3M,3X High 3
214 04-18.11.03 28 1C,11M,1X High 2
215 18-30.11.03 21 2C,7M High 2
216 02-11.12.03 8 1C,4M High 3
217 11-23.12.03 12  Mid 2
218 26-27.12.03 2 1M Low 1
219 01-18.01.04 30 1C,8M High 1
220 18-28.01.04 17 1C,4M Mid 2
221 01-03.02.04 4  Low 2
222 04-06.02.04 9  High 4
223 26.02-03.03.04 4 1M,1X Mid 4
224 04-11.03.04 8 1M Low 2
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225 17-19.03.04 3 1C,2M Low 2
226 21-23.03.04 3 1C Mid 2
227 08-17.04.04 24  Low 2
228 20-25.05.04 6  Low 4
229 25-28.05.04 5  Low 4
230 02-04.06.04 5  Mid 1
231 04-06.06.04 3  High 4
232 06-17.07.04 10 1C,9M,5X High 1
233 22-25.07.04 11 9M High 1
234 25-29.07.04 7 8M High 2
235 29.7-06.08.04 7 3C High 3
236 13-17.08.04 2 17M,1X Mid 4
237 18-22.08.04 7 1C,2M,1X High 4
238 03-05.09.04 7  High 4
239 09-19.09.04 10 3C,3M High 1
240 19-25.09.04 5 1C,1M High 4
241 30-31.10.04 7 M,1X High 2
242 01-03.11.04 4 1C,5M High 4
243 05-19.11.04 24 8M,2X High 1
244 03-12.12.04 11 1C High 1
245 15.01-15.02.05 53 16M,5X High 1
246 17-21.02.05 7 1M High 1
247 26.02-05.03.05 6  Mid 2
248 06-10.03.05 6  Mid 2
249 14-16.03.05 2 1C Mid 3
250 03-13.05.05 19 1C,7M High 1
251 13-20.05.05 7 5M High 3
252 26-29.05.05 4 1C,1M Mid 1
253 31.5-03.06.05 3 3M High 1
254 03-11.06.05 6  High 4
255 16-24.06.05 7 1C,1M High 1
256 07-12.07.05 17 3C,2M High 3
257 13-22.07.05 25 2C,9M,1X High 2
258 24.7-07.08.05 24 3C,7M,1X High 4
259 22-28.08.05 27 1C,4M High 3
260 29-31.08.05 8 1C High 4
261 04-24.09.05 27 4C,26M,10X High 2
262 29.11-03.12.05 12 5M Mid 3
263 18-20.12.05 3  Low 2
264 06-13.07.06 12 1M High 2
265 16-21.08.06 6 2C High 1
266 01-05.09.06 7 1C Mid 1
267 06-16.11.06 13 1C High 2
268 05-23.12.06 19 4C,5M,4X High 3
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